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Whether you're at home, on the road or working from a computer kiosk, the purpose of this application is to provide you with soothing sounds of nature,
just the way they sound in nature. The application is available as a portable version and it can be launched without requiring installation from a removable
drive. It lets you play a series of nature sounds selected by a playlist creator and it works automatically. When you're listening to the sounds, your computer
can be paused and you can adjust the volume level. Also, Portable Sound Valley can play the role of a pause reminder, notifying you when it's time to take
a break from work, so that your eyes don't get tired. It allows you to set the working time interval and configure the break periodicity and duration
according to your preferences. In addition to this, it features power task scheduling functionality, which enables you to instruct the application to send
shutdown or log off commands to the computer. This comes in handy when you want to listen to beautiful nature sounds before going to sleep or taking a
nap during the day. What's new in this version: - Bug fixes and improvements Portable Sound Valley includes 5 categories of sound: - Forest at Night -
Forest in Day - Rain - Sea - Noise Features: - The playlist creator has been improved. This feature provides you with the opportunity to edit the sound list.
- Added a button to jump to the next track in the playlist. - Added a button to jump to the previous track. - Added a button to stop the playback. - Added a
button to pause the playback. - Added a button to resume the playback. - Added a button to stop the song. - Added a button to display the playlist duration.
- Added a button to adjust the volume level. - Added a button to enable the playlist shuffling mode. - Added a button to switch off the volume. - Added a
button to enable the pause reminder function. - Added a button to set the working time interval. - Added a button to set the break periodicity and duration
according to your preferences. - Added a button to display the time remaining in the break interval. - Added a button to schedule the next break. - Added a
button to exit from the application. - Added a button to switch on the display of the play position. - Added a button to display the power task list. - Added
a button to display the shutdown
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KEYMACRO enables you to create any macro combinations you like. It's based on the global keyboard shortcut configuration that allows you to change
any keyboard combination to any other combination you like. Among the features that make this application unique are the ability to edit the shortcut
mapping and its configuration, as well as to adjust the order of operations or add or remove hotkeys from any macro. KEYMACRO has two main
sections, as follows: a. System shortcuts - allow you to create shortcuts for certain actions b. User defined shortcuts - allow you to set your own custom
keyboard shortcuts that will be applied in any application There is also a special section called "Exceptions" that allows you to set the actions that should
be processed with no replacement. This setting is extremely useful for those who want to use keyboard shortcuts to control the system. Other features of
the application include: a. Keyboard mapping editor b. Quick Access menu c. Redesign your own shortcut keys d. Keyboard Shortcuts Manager e. Custom
keyboard shortcuts - Unique Shortcut Toolbox f. Shortcut Log Keymacro Description: Keymacro is a software which allows you to create your own
keyboard shortcuts. It also offers you a number of global shortcuts and different actions that can be used to complete various tasks within the application.
As a well-designed application, Keymacro is easy to use and allows you to make full use of all its features. Among these are all the basic shortcuts for
using the application, as well as all the main features of the application. Keymacro was created to simplify the management of different types of shortcuts
and to enable you to quickly access them. The application also allows you to edit your own shortcuts or use any of the available global shortcuts. There are
three sections in the application: a. Global Shortcuts b. User defined Shortcuts c. Exceptions There is also a specific section called "Shortcut Toolbox" that
allows you to apply your new shortcuts within any application. Keymacro also allows you to add hotkeys from other programs and redirect them to any key
combination within the application. What's New in this version: Fixed: The app would sometimes crash when closing the program Fixed: The shortcut
editor did not always give the correct numbers when there were groups. Fixed: The "create new shortcut" dialog would not always open. Fixed: Some
shortcuts would not work with the Exceptions settings. 77a5ca646e
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After years of dedication, we have released Sound Valley, the first music player to play back a large number of sounds from nature. With Sound Valley
you can listen to rain, thunderstorms, waves, and much more. For this, you will need to download and install VST plugins (which are free) from our
website. Sound Valley does not contain any sounds of nature. In addition to the Playlist, we have also included the possibility to add your own music files
and select the music by scene. In Sound Valley you will have the option to run the application in the background and stop it when you are working. If you
want, you can configure the application so that it sends shutdown or log off commands to your computer. FEATURES: - Play and stop music in infinite
loop. - Auto change scene when it's time to listen to a new one. - Play music and change scene by clicking on the small green button in the bottom right
corner. - Set duration and duration of each scene. - Playlist size is limited to 300 files. - Option to play music without ads. - All music in MP3 and WAV
formats. - In MP3 format, we provide you with the ability to edit the ID3 tag so that you can configure your music based on the place and time you are
travelling. - We have included beautiful music from free VST plugins of the best sound designers in the world. - You can select a directory where you
want to store your music files. - We have included a break reminder which allows you to pause your work and listen to beautiful sounds of nature. - You
can set the time interval for which you want the reminder to appear. - We have also included an option to turn off the notification if you don't want it to
disturb you. - Choose between FM radio or the use of a station database. - Change the volume level and activate shuffling mode. - The application supports
power task scheduling functionality. - Portable version of the application is included. No installation is required. If you encounter any problem, please send
us an email, you can find our website in the address in the application. The application works with Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows XP,
Windows 8.1, Windows 7 (SP1), Windows 10, Windows 8.1 (with SP1) and Windows 7 (with SP1). We hope you enjoy Sound Valley and we look

What's New In?

* A relaxing sound generator; * A unique interface; * A powerful playlist manager; * A pause reminder; * A power saving option. * Music Sounds of
Nature/Forest/Waves; * Water Sounds; * Rain Sounds; * Sounds of the Sea; * Thunder Sounds. * No Ads. * Appears in the "Removable Disk" menu.
**Note**: the content of the "Sounds of Nature" folder and that of the "Sounds of Nature/Forest/Waves" playlist must be in the folder "Contents". ??????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????�
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System Requirements For Portable Sound Valley:

Windows: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 64-bit Mac: OS X 10.6 (Snow Leopard) and later SteamOS/Linux: SteamOS, Ubuntu 14.04 Steam: STEAM_0:1:187032
Mouse PS3 Mouse Input Gamepad: Champion Sword (RIGHT) Champion Bow (LEFT) Champion Arrow (UP) Champion Bolt (DOWN) Champion
Shield (RIGHT)
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